
 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Youssef Ahmed 

5, 20st abu-seliman, 21532 alexandria (Egypt) 

 (+20)01142749886    

 yussufahmedyussuf@gmail.com 

WORK EXPERIENCE  

23/07/2015–20/10/2015 call center advisor
teleperformance, cairo (Egypt) 

▪ research required information using available resources

▪ manage and resolve customer complaints

▪ provide customers with product and service information

▪ enter new customer information into system

▪ update existing customer information 

▪ process orders, forms and applications

▪ identify and escalate priority issues

▪ handle customer inquiries both telephonically and by email

10/07/2015–Present Translator
▪ Convert concepts in the source language to equivalent concepts in the target language.

▪ Compile information, such as technical terms used in legal settings, into glossaries and terminology 
databases to be used in translations.

▪ Speak, read, and write fluently in at least two languages, including English and one or more others.

▪ Relay the style and tone of the original language.

▪ Manage work schedules to meet deadlines.

▪ Render spoken messages accurately, quickly, and clearly.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING  

01/09/2011–Present

al-alsun faculty, cairo (Egypt) 

General

- English studies

- Arabic language

Occupational

- German linguistics

- German Phonetics ( conversation skills and presentation skills )

- German Literature and it's aspects

04/09/2009–04/06/2011

Sanawia-Amma - secondary school -, alexandria (Egypt) 

PERSONAL SKILLS  

Mother tongue(s) Arabic
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Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

German B2 B2 B2 B2 B2

Goethe Institute B1.3 

english B2 B2 B2 B2 B2

New Horizon american English B1 - B2 

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills - good communication and presentations skills gained through my English course 2012- 2015.

- excellent logical and analytic mind gained through the multicultural environment in my country . 

Organisational / managerial skills - Vice Head of scientific committee at al-alsun student Union 2012-2015

- Founder of Shams Al-Hurrya Family 2011 - 2015
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